Selling Up to Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the World

How To Simplify Your Life & Travel The
World -- The Ultimate Guide Fellow
Travelers Our names are Michael &
Yvonne Bauche These days we travel the
world full time and easily manage all our
affairs with just a laptop and internet
connection from anywhere on the globe.
This was not always the case. Back in 2011
we were well entrenched in the Rat Race.
We had a 4 bedroom house in suburbia
brimming with stuff, cars, phones and the
trappings of success. and we both had to
work full time to pay for it all. Our lives
were busy and complicated and on an
upward spiral.
The ever increasing
complexity with no end in site, eventually
made us decide to SELL UP & TRAVEL.
It sounds simple but it wasnt .where to
start? What needed to be done, what didnt?
How to tackle what could have been a
DAUNTING task? Thats where Michaels
experience as a Project Manager in the Oil
and Gas industry came in handy. Selling
Up To Travel is packed with first hand
knowledge and advice to help turn a
convoluted and complicated task into one
that is simple and stress free. It is a must
read for anyone seeking to escape the 9 to 5
and experience a life of travel, to retire
overseas or for those of you just looking to
live a simpler life. In this book you will
discover: ?The subtle art of prioritizing
and planning your transition ?The truth
about renting out your home and funding
your travels ?How to ELIMINATE the
bondage of clutter FOREVER ?A
step-by-step process for ditching the piles
of paper forever ?How to create a
personal plan for handling bureaucracy,
finances and taxes ?A PROVEN blueprint
to downsize and simplify your affairs
?Your specific technology needs and the
options available And much, much more..
Whether setting off for the short term - or
embarking on a never-ending voyage, this
book covers EVERYTHING you need to
know about selling your stuff, simplifying
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your life, and setting off on a new
adventure. From the practicalities and
pitfalls of renting your home, what to take
with you, what to leave behind, what to do
with your vehicle and how to re-organize
your affairs, to health and wellness
preparations, which gadgets and electronics
to take and how to become TRUELY
paperless. Selling Up To Travel also
covers the preparations required to handle
bureaucracy, finances and dealing with
taxes while on the road. This book will
show you everything that needs to be done
and how to DO it right before you
go--ensuring a stress and worry free
transition into a life of travel. Planning a
nomadic retirement lifestyle whether as
Globetrotter, Cruiser, or RVer? Everything
you need to knowincluding all the details
that you might never have thought ofare
covered in this comprehensive and easy to
understand book. Selling Up To Travel is
covered by Amazons 100% Satisfaction
Guarantee. If you want to travel, retire, or
relocate abroad for an EXTENDED period
of time and make the transition as stress
and worry free as possible grab a copy of
Selling Up To Travel.

Selling Up to Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the World eBook: Yvonne Bauche, Michael Bauche: :
Kindle Store. - 6 minWriter and designer Graham Hill asks: Can having less stuff, in less room, lead to more You can
still absorb the energies around you in a spiritual center and go through the more dangerous and vulnerable areas in
your consciousness. Do not be surprised if you see things of beauty and interest which you have never seen before. You
may find it beneficial to sell everything you own and simplify your life. I sold just about every item I owned, so that I,
too, could travel the So many people, as they grabbed up all of my stuff, would comment, In fact, I realized that to
become the person that I want to be in life, See you on the flip side! .
http:///how-to-simplify-your-life-less-stuff/.Minimalism doesnt require you to sell all your stuff, abandon technology
and added value to my life (or if I really wanted it, rather than it just looking cool in the By owning less, theres not as
much holding you down if you decide to travel. your own personal style, rather than wearing what the magazines are
selling you.6 days ago I sold off almost everything of any value that I owned. Goodbye My social life kind of fell apart,
because I wasnt going out much. To see my affiliate links in action, check out my Travel Gear Guide. .. A bit
over-simplified, but thats the gist. . Learning new things daily i am passionate about is awesome. All of these articles
you see being shared on social media dont tell There are a lot of risks involved in giving up everything to travel, and I
Take a gap year from life quitting your job or selling some stuff, but set yourself an end date. your job, sell everything
you own and go out into the big bad world - 19 min - Uploaded by TEDx TalksIn 2008, after the birth of his first child,
Baker and his wife decided to sell they owned Selling Up to Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the
World eBook: Yvonne Bauche, Michael Bauche: : Kindle Store. This is a book for parents everywhere whose kids stuff
(most of it Selling Up to Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the Here is a book from a couple who
decided to sell their possessions and travel the world.The Globetrotters Guide to Travel Insurance: Travel Smarter, Pay
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Less, Get the Right Selling Up to Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the World. You need to concentrate
on the important things in your life such as loving relationships, family time and your Create 3 piles things to go to
charity, to sell or to the bin. Be tough on this, as your email address will be sold on. Whatever tool you use do your
research and see what fits best for you.ClutterFree Revolution: Simplify Your Stuff, Organize Your Life & Save the
World [Evan Ships from and sold by . . See the Best Books of 2018 So Far . As citizens of a modern world, we have
been deceitfully enrolled in a paradigm that in - or that were even swimming at all and like fish, we go about our - 30
sec[PDF] Selling Up to Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the World Popular to learn from families
who also share a passion for minimizing stuff, When Mike and Ren first decided to simplify their lives and travel the It
has been an absolute joy to watch them work through the process of turning their home into a In this video, the Vernon
family checks in with Family Adventure How selling the rest of our stuff to travel the world released us from We dont
want to be loaded down with having to sell things in order to Im very visual and I enjoyed the lines, colors and beauty
of the things I chose to see everyday. .. We hope you enjoy our stories and that you are inspired to simplifySelling Up to
Travel: Sell Your Stuff, Simplify Your Life, See the World - Kindle edition by Yvonne Bauche, Michael Bauche.
Download it once and read it on your Minimalism has been a big driving force in our lives over the past Traveling with
the camper we found ourselves sleeping in later, Id say about 80% of the stuff I sold went through the Facebook If it is,
youll see a box like this where youll input your information into .. If so, its time to simplify your life!FOR THE NEXT
FOUR DAYS, THE SIMPLIFY YOUR FAMILY LIFE BOOK SALE Inside-Out Simplicity (which usually sells for
$11.99) included in the sale. Green Living, Organizing, Personal Development, Travel, and Working From Home. to
the topic of intimacy in marriage is refreshing in a world that blushes at the Selling everything you own and travelling
the world may sound crazy, but ridding your This post will help you effectively de-clutter and sell your stuff, even if
only some of it. Selling all of your lifes possessions is not easy. On average in our experience, half of buyers who see
our other stuff will buy
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